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“What do you think about a recession?” he responded, “I thought about it and decided not to

participate.” Sam Walton, the founder of Wal-Mart.

1929, 1987, 2000, 2008 market collapses forever changed the way one reaches consumers,

clients and investors. 2020 is no different.

I’ve researched several articles from the likes of Harvard, Millward Brown, Forbes and

academic white papers responding to the 2008 global financial crisis. These look at

marketer’s past performance through previous recessions to help unpack the implications of

marketing through the current financial crisis, with a leaning towards financial services.

I have broken this into 3 parts to sum up the facts and reasons why you absolutely must

invest in a clear and bespoke marketing strategy assuming a few lean years ahead.

Part 1 – Consumer Behaviour – Emotions and Tactics during a recession.

Part 2 – What financial services marketing teams need to consider during a recession

Part 3 – Reasons to invest in digital marketing strategies and infrastructure

“Proactive marketing in a recession has defined as the organization’s interpretation of the

recession as an opportunity (recession opportunity interpretation) and the development and

execution of a response to capitalize on the perceived opportunity created by the change

(offensive marketing response)” (Srinivasan et al., 2005).

“Consumers live in a climate of uncertainty in this recession and are looking for safety,

reliability, brands and businesses they can trust. Brands act as a beacon of light in the dark

times and guide consumers; reassure them to make safe choices” (Koehn, 2008).
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Part 2 – What financial services marketing teams need to consider during a recession.

With an understanding of consumer psychology and historic behaviour, it’s clear that companies need to

optimise their budgets rather than slashing them. This is done by prioritising your exact target audience,

knowing exactly who they are and where they are. This requires a high-conviction to redesign your

marketing approach to differentiate yourself, raise the profile of your brand, thus appealing to their

emotional needs during a state of uncertainty.

A large part of this can be automated during social distancing through email and videos (which I prefer to

lengthy PDF reports and updates). Digitising your message gives you far greater reach and more

frequency, saving smaller sales teams time with an ability to concentrate their audience of

prospects into face to face (Zoom / Skype) meetings or follow up phone calls.

So why the need?

According to a 2012 report “Proactive Marketing Strategies Impacts on Business Performance during

Recession”, some firms view a recession as an opportunity and develop an aggressive marketing

reaction, while others cut back, waiting for the recession to pass. What’s also important to point out is this

report has coming out of Iran, having endured extreme economic (and social) hardships.

“Proactive marketing in a recession has defined as the organization’s interpretation of the recession as an

opportunity (recession opportunity interpretation) and the development and execution of a response to

capitalize on the perceived opportunity created by the change (offensive marketing response) (Srinivasan

et al., 2005).

The net result as indicated in the chart below: H8 : The greater the firm’s proactive marketing in a

recession the better is its business performance.
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https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/The-Survey-of-Proactive-Marketing-Strategies-on-of-Erfani-Kheiry/8f17dc94baf3ce3bb947fd9a1a8518a33c028051


The 2009 whitepaper “Financial Services brands in recession: a crisis of trust” looks at the banks and the

relationship between differentiation, brand and trust, highlighting “brands that are easier and simpler to

understand, engender more trust and reliability than those who are performing worse” (Bergesen, 2008).

Simple digital messages (video and/or email) will ensure your audience is better informed, while

it’s cheaper to retain customers than it is to find new customers. Differentiation and brand trust is

fundamental, as is getting your message out accurately, simplistically and consistently.

The following 5 tips are quoted from an article written in 2009 “Five Strategies for Selling During a

Recession” based on previous marketing experiences, some dating back to 1973 when IBM actually

increased their prices.

1. Don’t Devalue Your Product - When prices fall dramatically, customers start to believe they were

overpaying at the regular price or that the product is cheap because there’s something wrong with it.

2. Stay Calm and Focus on Solutions - Instead of slashing prices, offer additional services such as

longer guarantees or support to make buyers feel like they’re getting more for their money.

3. Concentrate on Fewer Leads, but Contact Them More - It takes an average of 12 contacts to

make a sale (email, phone, face to face, web, phone ...). This goes up to 16 during a recession.

Most salespeople quit after three contacts. Pick your top leads and focus on contacting them.

4. Don’t Neglect Your Base - Don’t ignore your existing customers or assume that they’re safe, make

sure they know their business is appreciated, as those clients will carry you through a recession.

5. Upgrade Your Sales Force - Give your sales team more muscle, let go of your underperforming

salespeople and replace them with fresh blood. Employee training is essential, assign senior sales

managers, or even executives, to act as personal coaches to the sales force.

In Summary …

Part 2 suggests that brands must truly understand their (exact) audience and be empathetic to their target

audiences’ emotions. Differentiation should be carried out by concentrating your sales efforts and

improving your communications to both existing and new clients.

The challenge many firms will face is a reduced sales force and marketing budget, as is typically the first

response. To overcome this and support the remaining salespeople, automating your message is

imperative, using videos to describe your services. These can be hosted across multiple web

platforms and social media to drive your message out there, leave it out there and eventually attracting

qualified leads for you to then manage personally

At BLACK ONYX we rely heavily on a hybrid of digital services integrating all our digital assets, content,

websites, social media, email etc. This bespoke environment hosts and tracks all our asset managers

video content and allows us to remain in touch with our growing digital community. Most importantly we

evaluate each and every marketing effort to optimise and ensure the best ROI for our partners.
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https://www.academia.edu/6262999/Financial_Services_brands_in_recession_a_crisis_of_trust
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/five-strategies-for-selling-during-a-recession/

